The Rocker™

- Double sided sidewalk sign
- Durable yet affordable
- Easy assembly lets you get your message out quickly
- All weather stand holds it firmly in place
- Wind generated rocking motion attracts everyone’s attention to your message
- Quickly update your promotions with ease with the durable 7 line changeable letterboard or black neon markerboard model
- Portability allows for strategic placement for maximum viewing and storage

Model # ROC-1

- Durable high contrast plastic changeable letterboard with deluxe satin anodized aluminum frame
- Set of 354, 4” characters included

Model # ROC-2

- Bright black neon markerboard with deluxe black anodized aluminum frame
- Personalize your message using the six pack of neon wet erase markers; included.

Great for all types of Food Service and Retail Businesses including: Restaurants, Convenience Stores, Bagel Shops and Delis, Car Washes, etc.
The Rocker™

- Double sided sidewalk sign
- Durable yet affordable
- Easy assembly lets you get your message out quickly
- All weather stand holds it firmly in place
- Wind generated rocking motion attracts everyone’s attention to your message
- Quickly update your promotions with ease with the durable 7 line changeable letterboard
- Portability allows for strategic placement for maximum viewing and storage

Model # ROC-3

- Economical way to advertise effectively
- Durable frameless high contrast plastic changeable letterboard
- Set of 354, 4” characters included

Model # ROC-4 Deluxe

- Economical way to advertise effectively
- Durable frameless high contrast plastic changeable letterboard
- Set of 354, 4” characters included
- Deluxe set also includes (all in red) 2, 8” Sale Inserts, 2, 8” Special Inserts, 2 each - numbers 0-9 and 2, % symbols (8” inserts cover 2 lines)

Great for all types of Food Service and Retail Businesses including: Restaurants, Convenience Stores, Bagel Shops and Delis, Car Washes, etc.